
 

 
WARRANTY STATEMENT 

LINEATIONS  
 
10 Year limited Stain warranty  
 
The manufacturer's carpets with the 10 Year Stain Warranty will 
resist stains by foods and beverage for a period of ten (10) years 
when recommended carpet care and cleaning procedures are 
used. Regular carpet care and routine maintenance is essential 
to maintain your warranty coverage. It is important that you give 
immediate attention to any accidental spillages using clean 
water and a proprietary carpet cleaner. Over time, normal foot 
traffic and general soiling of your carpet will cause a change in 
any carpet's appearance. Hot water extraction either alone or 
in combination with cleaning is required to maintain the 

manufacturer's warranty. This service must be performed by a professional carpet cleaning 
technician at least once every 24 months to retain your receipts for proof of maintenance service 
should a warranty claim arise. The manufacturer's carpets with the 10 Year Stain Warranty are 
manufactured from high performance polypropylene under the exclusive ‘Stainsafe®’ brand 
name. These carpets are inherently anti-static and do not absorb moisture. 
 
Warranty-conditions : 
 

n The carpet needs to be fitted in areas for which it is suitable; this is clearly mentioned on the 
manufacturer's technical specification-sheet. 

n The carpet needs to be installed by a qualified fitter on a solid floor and in the approved 
manner in accordance with AS/NZS 2455.2. 

n The carpet must be maintained professionally on a regular basis, using products and 
machinery of good quality. The necessary protection measures, such as doormats and similar, 
must be taken. 

n The warranty is only valid for a 1st grade carpet tile. 
n The warranty only applies for the 1st buyer, provided that the original purchase invoice can be 

submitted. 
n 10-year warranty only applies on the purchase value of the carpet with an annual writing-off of 

15% in the first 6 years and 10% the seventh year. This warranty does not cover the fitting costs 
and possible other additional costs. 

 
 1st year after purchase 100% 6th year after purchase 50% 
 2nd year after purchase 90% 7th year after purchase 40% 
 3rd year after purchase 80% 8th year after purchase 30% 
 4th year after purchase 70% 9th year after purchase 20% 
 5th year after purchase 60% 10th year after purchase 10% 
  
 n The warranty is no longer valid when damage arises due to malice, negligence, removal of the 

carpet, transport or due to fire, damage by water and similar. we specifically decline all 
responsibility for other direct or indirect damage. Complaints on shading are not seen as a 
manufacturing fault and are therefore not covered by this warranty. 

 
In case of dispute, the manufacturer will appoint an expert who will inspect the carpet on site. 
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CARPET TILE MAINTENANCE SPECIFICATIONS

Why Preventive Maintenance - Why This System

Carpet is a long-term investment and requires a proper preventive maintenance program to 

protect and prolong its appearance. Therefore the following carpet maintenance specifications 
has been developed.

There are many different cleaning systems and maintenance programs available in the market 

today. All achieve varying levels of success. The goal of this program is to maximize long-term 

appearance retention using the most cost-effective processes available globally. With an 

unequaled bias for action we will continue to search for the best solutions for our customers. 

The following procedures are useful in maintaining carpet appearance levels long-term.

Chair mats are recommended where caster chairs are in use.

Scope Of Work

The goal of these procedures is to protect and prolong the appearance of your carpet. These 

procedures have been proven effective worldwide in many different installation settings.

Through many years of benchmarking our customers, we have found that end-users having 

a separate contract for carpet services, implemented by properly trained professionals, are 

much happier than those end-users who have an inclusive contract for both janitorial and 

carpet maintenance. This same scenario holds true for end-users that attempt to maintain their 

carpet with an in-house staff who have multiple areas of responsibility in addition to carpet 

cleaning.

The use of entrance matting can benefit the maintenance of your flooring.

Daily Activities

Vacuuming

Proper vacuuming is one of the most important parts of a total preventive maintenance 

program. Ineffective equipment or procedures will accelerate the appearance loss of the 

carpet by allowing dirt and grit to penetrate the pile surface. The accumulation of this soil, 

especially the smaller respirable particulates, can lead to Indoor Air Quality problems.

A. Daily vacuuming of high traffic areas should be performed with a two motor top fill 
upright with nylon bristle brushes.

B. Vacuuming of light traffic areas (office and conference rooms) should be done two 
times per week.

The janitorial housekeeping staff is typically assigned the task of scheduled vacuuming. 

Vacuuming frequencies should be determined by four factors:

1. Type of carpet installed and appearance expectations.

2. Type and quality of vacuum used.

3. Expected traffic for each area of the facility.

4. Soiling environment of each area of the facility.


